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1. WHAT lF? In Example 1, suppose that the rise of the ramp is changed to

12 inches without iftungi"g tfte run' What is the slope of the ramp?

2. what is the slope of the line passing through the points (-4,9) and (-8' 3)?

t(D -5 @-+ @?
Find the slope of the line passing through the given points'

3. (0,3), (4,8) 4. (-5,1), (5, -4) 5. (-3, -2), (6, l)

:l classification of Lines bY SloPe

slope of a line indicates whether the line rises from left to right, falls from

to right, is horizontal, or is vertical'

X .-\- =L -jJ-T .-T\'l* il r

The
left

Negative sloPe
Falls from
left to right

Zero slope
Horizontal

Undefined sloPe
Vertical

without graphing, tell whether the line through the given points rises, falls,

ishorizontal, or is uertical.

a. (-5,1), (3, l) b. (-6, 0),(2,_4) c' (-1'3)' (5'B) d' (4'6)' (4' -1)

Because m = O, the line is horizontal.

Because m < 0, th€ line falls.

Because m ) 0, the line rises.

Because m is undefined, the line is vertical'

GuDso PRncrKE i-l--ql:Iq nn!9--3-

without graphing, tellwhether the line through the given points rises,falls,

is horizontal, or is uertical.
g. (3, -2), (5, -2) lo. (5, 6), (1, -4)

@+

6. (7,3), (-1,7)

IEADING
ffirertical line has

'trrdeflned sloPe"

fihcause for anY two

mnints, the sloPe
fumula's denominator
bemmes 0, and division

I by O is undefined.

Positive sloPe
Rises from
left to right

Solution
1-1 -0:0a. Ill: -^ ,-i - -o

5-t-u o

- -4-o,-4-b. m:t_e6) - B -
B-3 - 5

C. lii--=-. ^-.5-(-lJ o

- -1-6 -7d' m= o-a - o

using:!glt_e_

_1
2

7. (-4,3), (2, -6) B. (7, 1), (7, -l)
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) ) Find Slope and
-o- Rate of Change

ffiF you graphed linear functions.

ffitF You willfind slopes of lines and rates of change.

W so you can model growth rates, as in Ex. 46.

Key Vocabulary
. slope
. parallel
. perpendicular
. rate ofchange
. reciprocal, p. 4

: AVOTD ERRORS:'..........'...'
: when diaul;ii;'s';i;pe,'
! be sure to subtract the
! x- and y-coordinates in
: a consistent order.

Slope of a Line

Words

The slope m of a
nonvertical line is
the ratio ofvertical
change (the rlse) to
horizontal change
(Ihe run).

Algebra

ry:!z-lr-rise
t 

xz-xt run

slope

(r, yl

Find :lp_p._if real tife

SKATEBOARDING A skateboard ramp has a rise of
15 inches and a run of 54 inches. What is its slope?

Solution

slone=rise-15:5' run 54 lB

) The slope of the ramp is fr.

+gnaff{izg{ resr pracrice

What is the slope of the line passing through the points (_1, 3) and (2, _l)?

@-+ @-+ (e) s
4 66; a

J

Solution

Let (r' yJ : (-1, 3) and (x,y) : (2, -l).
!r-!' -l-3 ^m: - :-- -_axz- xr 2 - (-l) 3

) The correct answer is A. @ @ @ @

rise = 15 in.

run = 54 in.
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PARALLEL AnD PERPEHOICUIAR LlltEi Recall that two lines in a plane are
parallel if they do not intersect. TWo lines in a plane are perpendicular if they
intersect to form a right angle.

Slope can be used to determine whether two different nonvertical lines are
parallel or perpendicular.

$lopes of Parallel and Perpendicular Lines

Consider two different nonvertical lines .!.rand !.rwith slopes m,, and mr.

Parallel Lines The lines are parallel if and only if
they have the same slope.

ffit: ffiz

Perpendicular Lines The lines are perpendicular if
and only if their slopes are negative reciprocals of
each other.

ffit: , or mrmr: -I

Tell whether the lines are parallel, perpendicular, or neither.

a. Line 1: through (-2,2) and (0, -1) b. Line l: through (1, 2) and (4, -3)
Line2: through (-4, -1) and (2,3) Line 2: through (-4,3) and (-1, -2)

Solution

a. Find the slopes of the two lines.

*.: r 2:-3-_3| 0-(-2) 2 2

3-(-l) 4 2m.: - -:: --z 2-(-4) 6 3

) Because ffitffiz : -+ . 
+ -- 

_t, *,. and. m,

are negative reciprocals ofeach other. So; the
lines are perpendicular.

b. Find the slopes of the two lines.

-3-2 -5 5ffit: 4i = 3-:-3
aa-z-j -5 5nt2- _t 1_4): t 

: -3

) Because ffit: ffiz (and the lines are different),
you can conclude that the lines are parallel.

Chapter 2 Linear Equations and Functions
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,1/' GutoroPnncncr, forExample4

Tell whether the lines are parallel, perpendicular, or neither.

: t t. tine 1: through (-2, B) and' (2, -4)
: tine 2: through (-5, 1) and, (-2,2)

RATE OF (HAtr|GE Slope can be used to represent an average rate of change, or

how much one quantity changes, on average, relative to the change in another
quantity. A slope that is a real-life rate of change involves units of measure such

as miles per hour or degrees per day.

Solve a multi-step problem

; ronpsrny Use the diagram, which illustrates the growth of a giant sequoia, to

, fitrA the average rate of change in the diameter of the sequoia over time. Then
r predict the sequoia's diameter in 2065.

2005

Solution

S1EPI Find the average rate ofchange.

Average rate ofchange : Change in diameter

Change in time

141 in. - 137 in.
2005 - 1965

_ 4in.
40 years

: 0.1 inch per year

SfiEP 2 Predict the diameter of the sequoia in 2065.

Find the number of years from 2005 to 2065. Multiply this number by
the average.rate of change to find the total increase in diameter during
the period 2005-2065.

Number of Years -- 2065 - 2005 : 60

Increase in diameter : (60 years) (0.1 inch/year) : 6 inches

) In 2065, the diameter of the sequoia will be about 141 + 6 : I47 inches.

12. Line 1: through (-4, -2) and (1, 7)

Line 2; through (-1, -4) and (3, 5)

NATES

that a

m a ratio of two
that have

uniis.

I'
_2)

-
9) j

i

-t:

i

:

-j
:

!

ti

!

I5.

/ Guroro PRAcrtcE for Example 5

13. WHAT IF? In Example 5, suppose that the diameter of the sequoia is
248 inches in 1965 and 251 inches in 2005. Find the average rate ofchange
in the diameter, and use it to predict the diameter in 2105.

852.2 Find Slope and Rate of Change



on pp. 82-83
for Exs. 3-17

EXAIUPLE 4
on p.84
for Exs. 18-23

EXIMPLE 5 I

on p. 85
for Exs.24-27

3. (2, -4), (4, -I)
6. (-3, -2), (3, _2)

@,-u, -4), (-r,3)
12. (5,5), (Z 3)

4. (8,9), (-4,3)

7. (-t,4), (r, -4)
10. (-3,6), (-z 3)

13. (0, -3), (4, -3)

ltolrEwoRxi
KEYi

:

:
:
!

16.

5. (5, l), (8, -4)
B. (-6,5), (-6, -5)

,r. (+,4), (4,9)

14. (1, -1), (-1, _4)

2.2 EXERCISES

EXAIUPLES

O = WOnXED-OUT SOLUTTONS
on p. WS2 for Exs. 9, "t9, and 45

* = STANDARDTZED TEST PRACT|CE
E>$. 2, 77, 35, 86, 44, 45, and 48

e
t
*

I
$

l' vocABUr-ARy Copy and comprete: The ? of a nonvertical line is the ratioofvertical change to horizontal change.

2' * wRrrING How can you use slope to decide whether two nonverticar rinesare parallel? wherher two nonveriical lines ur" p".p"rrdi.;i;;t'"' 
LrLqr 'rrcD

FTNDTNG Sr-opE Find the slope of-th_e rine passing through the given points.Then tell whether the rine rises,fars, is hirizontal, or is verticar.

@iuetssnlgebra'r at classzone.com

15.

ERROR ANAtysrs Describe and correct the error in finding the slope of the rinepassing through the given points.

(-4, -3), (2, -1)
-1 - r-5)

fi= ' '=
-4_2

17. * MULT|PLECHO|CE What is true aboul

@ ttrises fromleftto right.

@ tt is horizontal.

:ff;::."r"c'NEs 
Tell whether the lines are para,et, perpendicular, or

lB. Line 1: through (3, -l) and (6, _4)
Line2: through (-4,8) and.(_2,2)

2O. Line l:through (-I,4)and(2,5)
Line2: through (-6,2) and (0,4)

22. Line 1 : through (-3, 2) and (5, 0)
Line2: through (-1, -4) and (3, _3)

AVERAGE RATE OF CHANGE Find the average rate of change in y rerative to x forthe ordered pairs. Include units of mea".ri" in your answer.
24' (2,12), (5, 30) xismeasuredinhoursandyismeasuredindolars
25' (0,11), (3, s0) x is measured in galrons and y is measured in miles
26' (3, 10), (5, lB) x is measured in seconds and y is measured in f.eet
27' (l' B), (2,20) x is measured in seconds and y is measured in meters

1

-3

a

X
:

(-1,4), (5,1)

5 - r-1]m= ' '=-t1-4

the line through (2, _4) and (5, 1)?

@ tt falls from left to right.

@ ttisvertical.

2t.

23.

Line l: through (1,5) and (3, _2)
Lrne2: through (-3,2) and (4,0)

Line 1: through (5, B) and. (7,2)
Line2: through (-2, -2) and (_4, _l)
Line 1: through (1, _4) and, (4, _2)
Line2: through (8, l) and (14,5)
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41-44

28. REASONING The Key Concept box on page 84 states that lines Ir and l, must
be nonvertical. Explain why this condition is necessary.

FINDING SLOPE Find the slope of the line passing through the given points.

2e. (-r, tl,\r,il 30. {-1,-rl,t?,-rJ 31. l-+,*t,(; tl

32. (-4.2,0.1), (-3.2,0.1) 33. (-0.3, 2.2), (1.7, -0.8) 34. (3.5, -2), (4.5,0.5)

35. * SHORT RESPOTSE Does it make a difference
which two points on a line you choose when finding
the slope? Does it make a difference which point is
(x r, ! ) and which point is (x, y 2) in the formula for
slope? Support your answers using three different
pairs of points on the line shown.

36. * OPEN-EI{DED MATH Find two additional points on the line that passes

through (0, 3) and has a sloPe of -4.

CHALLENGE Find the value of k so that the line through the given points has the
given slope. Checkyour solution.

37. (2, -3) and (k,7);m: -2
39. (-4, 2k) and (k, -5); m : -l'

distance of 48 feet. What is the slope of the escalator?

@lomeTutar for problem solving help at classzone.com

INCL|NE RAILWAY The Duquesne Incline, a cable car railway, rises
400 feet over a horizontal distance of685 feet on its ascent to an overlook
of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. What is the slope of the incline?

@IlomeTutor . for problem solving help at classzone.com

ROAD GRADE A road's grade is its slope expressed as a percent. A road rises
195 feet over a horizontal distance of 3000 feet. What is the grade of the road?

44. * SHORTRESPONSE The diagram shows a

three-section ramp to a bridge. For a person
walking up the ramp, each section has the
same positive slope. Compare this slope with
the slope that a single-section ramp would
have if it rose directly to the bridge from the
same starting point. Explain the benefits of
a three-section ramp in this situation.

* MUITIPLE CHOICE Over a 30 day period, the amount of propane in a
tank that stores propane for heating a home decreases from 400 gallons to
214 gallons. What is the average rate of change in the amount of propane?

42.

43.

@ -6.2 gallons per day

@ -0.16 gallon per day

3B. (0, k) and (3,4); m: I

40. (-2, k) and (2k,2); m: -O.25

@ -6 gallons per day

@ 0 gallons per day

1)

ESCALATORS An escalator in an airport rises 28 feet over a horizontal

Es- 45-46
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